CLOSE THE EXPERIENCE GAP

Design application networks that scale with your business.

What we do

01. Enterprise Infrastructure & Architecture Strategy
Concierge service to help you identify the right middleware and MuleSoft starter pack to set up your frameworks and licensing model.

02. End-to-end Integration
From middleware to DevOps frameworks, you'll have the tools and experts you need to achieve seamless integration.

03. Einstein AI, Analytics & IoT
All the platform expertise you need to create actionable insights from your integrated dataset.

04. C4E Development & Change Enablement
Enable operations to manage and scale your integrated platform and infrastructure.

Why Wipro

01. Drive innovation with enterprise, API-led integration.
- DevOps framework and strong expertise in cloud & on-premise integration
- 425+ integration tools and assets
- Dedicated Integration Center of Excellence (COE)
- Global network & comprehensive strategy, analytics, and design services
- 93% customer satisfaction
- 3X faster implementation

Why MuleSoft

- API-led connectivity: An approach to enable speed and agility
- Unlock core systems through consistent APIs
- Expose reusable APIs for increased agility
- Enable businesses to innovate faster
- 1/3 the development time for products and apps
- 70% higher productivity for app development teams
- 94% customer satisfaction
Project Spotlight

01.

Challenge
BP needed to modernize their workforce. They wanted to put the power of data in employees’ hands to improve their business processes and increase efficiency across their organization. Ultimately, BP needed to connect disparate systems to create a single source of truth.

Solution
Design-led development helped identify connection points and opportunities to leverage reusable APIs, resulting in a solution that connects SAP-PM, OSIsoft Pi, eCoW, Salesforce, and other technologies to create a consolidated data source.

Results
The API-led design enables users on different BP teams to update and retrieve information across BP systems. And the agile approach to API development enables continuous feedback and improvement to the MuleSoft solution and expanded data access.